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the salt would deform to seal the rooms thus

encapeulatin_ and isolating the waste. As part of
This paper describes preliminary interpretation of Sandia National Laboratories' efforts to provide
in-situ pressure and flow measurements of the detailed Igeotachnical understanding of the WIPP

Saledo Formation ac the Uaste Isolation Pilot Plant s/ce and amsess the suitability of salt for los K.
(_;IPP). The WIPP facility fs located 660 m term waste isolation, tests are be/ag conducted 660
underground in the Salado, a bedded salt deposit, m underground in the Sglado Formation. Pore
Shut-in pressure tests were conducted prior to, and pressure, brine flow and borehole deformation

subsequent to, the mining of a circular drift in (closure) rate test results are desLf_ed to support
order Co evaluate excavation effects on pore mechanistic model development and evaluation.
pressure, permeability, and host rock

heterogeneity. Borehole deformation was aeasured The polycryacallLne Selado salt contains small
during these tests and used to correct for changes quantities of brine, on the order of 0.1 co lt
in cho test region vol_use due to salt creep total volume, In tncrasranular fluid inclusions andeffects.

as Intergranular (pore) fluid. _t is important to
quantify the amount of brine in the formation and

Prelim/mary pre-excavation results indicate that co determine chs mobility and rate of movement of

Cho flow properties of this layered host rock are the brine because the accumulation of significant
heteropneoua. Resulting pore pressures range from quantities of brine in cho repository night lead co
1 to 14 lips end perneab/lities range from below a number of potential problems that could affect
measurable to about 1 nanodarcy. Normalized the salt's ability to isolate waste. These
borehole diameter change rates vera between -4 and potential problems include retardation of salt
63 micro#ermine/day, creep effects, gas generated by anoxic corrosion of

metal waste canisters, and radionuclide transport
Shut-Lm pressures and borehole diameters in ali by brine.
test boreholes vera affected by Cho excavation LOf

Room q coincident vich cba advances of cho boring The tests discussed in this report vera designed to
. machine. Preliminary results from post-excavation provide information on host rock mechanical

test results show decreased pore pressures compared properties and fluid FLay properties and are part
to pre-excavation values, of a large-scale Integrated brine inflow

INTRODUCTIOI_ experiment. Specifically, tosca vera run to
determine pore pressure and permeability and
collect information about the relatLve

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, located near heterogeneity of the salt. Pore pressure deca ts
Carlsbad, New Mexico, ts the U. S. beparcnent of important tn determining cho tnterconneccedneas of
Energy planned repository for transurantc waste fluid-filled pores to determine the fluid flow
generated by defense programs. The Salado aechanism(s) and evaluate cho amount of brine that

Formation bedded salt deposit was chosen for the could potent/ally flow into excavations. Likewise,
repository because of salt's natural ab/l/oy to permeability information can be used to determine

flow, or creep, over cise under the effects of the appropriate mechanistic model for brine flay
stress or heat: rooms would be mined in the salt, within rho Salado and from chs nit to excavations.
_sste would be stored in the roans and, over ciae, Permeability values from other Lm-situ cesta in the

-- Sglede, estimated using a poroelascic model, ran_e
References and illustrations 8t and of paper, from 1 Co 10 nanodarcLes.
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' ' 2 INTERPRETATION OF IN-SITU PRESSURE AND FLOW MEASU_8 OF THE 8PE 21840

SALADO FORMATION AT THE WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT
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Fifteen boreholes yore drilled and instrtmentad •t liY.AS_3U_qT SYSTEMS

the entrance to Roe• q, a II0 n lon K by 3 •
diameter circular drift, Three arrays of S A scheu_stLc diasram of chs test measurement system
boreholes •re located vertically above, vertically is presented in Figure 3. The system consists of
below, and horizontally outward from Roe• q (see four major parts: •) the sLr_le- or dual-packer and
Figures 1 and 2). Pressure, brine inflow, and closure sake assembly, b) the flee control and data
closure rata data •re man/Cored in chs uncased tasc acquisition system, c) Chs pressurized nitrogen and
zones •t chs end of each borehole. These brine- inflatable packer water supply cylinders, and d)
filled test regions are isolated from the rest of che data acquisition computer and printer.
the borehole •sins inflatable packer systems. Tvo.
axis borehole deformation gases are instal_.ed in The dual.packer and closure sake assembly, shown in
each of chs test reKlons to distinguish between the Figure 3s, Ls Inst•lied •t Chs unc•sad end of •

effects of borehole closure and those of brine test borehole. Both • test res•on and • f_ard
flow. Temperatures sre monitored on chs borehole re|los are isolated •sins chs dual.packer eystan.
walls •sd on cho cool mumdrols outside the test In some boreholes, • s/nile.packer system is used
relion, sn_ chore Lo no I_ard sons. Table I sumarizes the

pressure/flow/closure test system confLlurat_ons
Instrumentation vu Installed, and monitorir_ vso for each borehole.
tniciace_, prior co chs excavation of Rees Q co

determine chs u_dLscurbed lh-Situ conditions, chs The cue-asia borehole deformation |aSs La located
effects of the excavation process, and cho wf chin Chs test reS•on and measures changes in
resulCins conditions Chac occurred subsequent to borehole diameter vich an accuracy of 0.0002 cn.
excavation. Doca fro• chess taste are used to The test •nd s_ard regions and chs packers are

escLnata chs fornacion pore pressure, perne•bllicy, cormecced to Chs flow-control and data acquisition
•nd deKree of hstaroganeicy, system usir_ type 316 seamless stainless steel

tubinl.
The experiment deaIKn and measurement system will

be described followed by a presentation of chs taac The flow control and data •_quisicion system
procedure and analytical method. Then, pre- cabinet Ls ill•aerated in Figure 3b. This part of
excavation, excavation, and post-excavation results the measurement system controls the pressures

will be disc•seed and conclusions listed, within, and flow feces to, chs test and Kuard
ra|ions, chs brine accun_lecors, and chs packers.
The pressure CranJducers and brine acc•relators are

housed inside cho cabinet. Test and guard fasten
The taac raKiSh locations of chs 15 pressure/flow/ pressures are measured to within 0.001 SPa and
closure measurement systems are whore in Figure I. brine eccumulacion is measured to vlthln 0.1 cc.
Each test res•on La locatad ac sn as£al distance of These transducers sre calibrated to a Nacional

22.9 • measured from chs entrance Co Room q. The Institute for Standards and Technology reference.
radial locsCions of chs tasc res•one relative to Individual packer pressures are non•Cored for
chs cencerline sxLs of Room Q sre shown in Fig•rs operational purposes only and sre nec calibrated to
2; five CesC positions are located vertically chose standards. The maximum workins pressure is
above, five are located vertically below, and five 1S MPa.
sre lococed horizontally outward from cho room.

The three outer-mast boreholes, QPP01, QPPll, and Test and guard res•on pressures are sdS•seed •sin K
0PP21, are 10.2 cn Ln diameter end encased. The • brine supply system pressurized by the nitrogen
rene•nim S 12 borehole_ have a 3.8 c• diameter test cylinders as shown in Figure 3c. Pressures in the
res•on chac is stepped dcvn ir_• s cued 10.2 c• £rash-vacsr filled inflatable packers sre adjusted
borehole, by vsrylns chs pressure on the nitrogen supply for

che packer-water cylinders.
Figure 2 else identifies chs st_acisrephic layer
and correspond•ni lithology intersected by each A Lesdin S Edge Model D computer is used to record
borehole test res•on. In chs vicinity of Room Q, all pressure, brine accumulation, and closure data
Chs S,lado Formation is predomin•tely halite, on • hard disk. This pert of the measurement

Hov,jver, layers of anhydrite, polyhalite, clays, system is housed in chs Conputar/Printar Cabinet as
and arlillsceoua halite sre found sendviched ehov_ Jckenacicelly in Figure 3d. A total of 90
between halite m_lta. The 15 boreholes yore s_oC parameters are measured ac Chs I5 boreholes end any
co:cd, ao hole surveys yore uJed to estimate the can be selectively displayed on the monitor to aid
s_racisraphic layer intersected by each borehole++ in telt ssr-up or data interpretation. These data

• rs printed out and/or copied to • floppy disk for
All fifteen boreholes vera •lr-drilled from chs pernanenc atorala.
inscz_menc area aho_n on Figure 3, in early 1989.
Th_ holes were drilled, cased, and Ire•tad with TEST PROCEDURES
cement bec_eon February 22. 1989 and March 23, 1989

• n_ r.he tools were installed between April 5, 1989 Two L'ypes of testa •re performed: shut-in pressure
and chs besinnin K of May 1989. Data manitorinK tosca and cot•staat-pressure flow tests. The shuc-
bsga:t on April 25, 1989 and Roe• q wes excavated in pressure test deca are used co est•mace

b,,cveen July 12, 1989 and August 8, 1989. fern•rien pore pressure and permeability end chs
data from chs coast•no-pressure flow taste are used
to infer permeabili_.
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Shut-in l_easure Ta&ez

A shut-in test is initiated by setting _ pressure Fontation Pore Pressure
in the test and/or guard region to • specified

value. A valve on the line from the pressure Formation pore pressures vera calculated from shut-
source to the rs&ion is then closed and the in pressure test da_a. Three t'ypas of pressure

pressure response rich t_ola monitored, responses vera observed: 1) a classic pressure
build-up and stabilization, 2) s constant pressure

Pore pressure values can be estinutted from cho equal to _t initially set in chs test re&ian, and
shut-in pressure test data provided chat rho test 3) • rapid equilibration Co 8 cost-region-specific
duration ts of sufficient lenSch to alloy cho final ano_loualy low pressure independent of _ initial
borehole pressure co approach chs far-field pore pressure aec in the cast region.
pressure. Permeability values can also be
determined from these data provided that cho For shut-in caste in which cho pressure versus cise
transient response cakes piace over a time period history followed chs classic build-up profile, chs
t.hat sisnificantly exceeds the time requl_ed for a formation pore pressure was estimated usin S a
pressure disturbance Co propagate beyond any damese Hornsr-liko plot el,s). For example, Fisure h shays
zone surrounding the borehole. Thin latter chs ray shut-in pressure data from 0PP03 and Fisure
requirement can only be satisfied if chs shut-in 5 shows the corresponding Hornsr-like plot. In

cast hsa been preceded by a production period idlest FIsuro 5, chs cIJo (tLnop) was taken equal co the
duration depends on parameters such as the ttie the borehole was open prior co cho initiation
formation diffusivity, test re&ion storage of t.he shut-in test. To o formation pore pressure
capacity, and borehole diameter. Test durations corresponds to the extrapolated value of pressure
are necessarily Ions for chis lov permeability salt at (tinep + tine)/tine - 1,0.
formation and _lenSthy production periods are
required. An example of a shut-in cast data response where

the pressure remained constant follovins the
Constant-Pressure Flow Tests initial chem&es rasultins from system compliance is

shown in Figure 6 for QPP15. No reasonable
Durins 8 constant-pressure flow test, chs pressure estimate of pore pressure can ba determined from
in cho test re&ten or guard re&ion is maintained at these dee• since the far,taLon penNabilit'y is so
8 spocif|,ed value and the fluid flov volume into or lov chat mep.._insful pressure than&es did net occur
out of cho reason is measured as a function of oven in cho 30 day Cost performed at a pressure of
ciae. Permeability values can chem be inferred 6.5 PLPa.
from chase dcta. This is chs preferred met.hod for
neasurin S perneabllit'y bec_uas the taste can be run FIKuro 7 shove shut-iu data from QPP02. In this
for a los S enough period to orusure that the case rho test region pressure equilibrated et about

associated pressure disturbance has penetrated 1.0 MPa, independent of the initial pressure soc in
beyond any possible deasSe zone. In addition, chs test region.
since chess tests are run under constan, t pressure
conditions, cool compliance effects are not a In cone cases the permeability va& so lov r.hat
factor, excavation of Roo_ Q occurre_ before sufficient

data were obtained. In or.her cases, such as for

t_nfortunately, _ere are limited constant-pressure QPP23, boreholes yore incapable of maine•ising high
flay data so far from our tests. Uith the pressure chereby producing results similar to chose
exception of data taken from borehole QPP23 duties shown on Flf_re 8. For chess cases, the lover pore
the excavation, none viii be reported in this pressure values reported in Table 2 correspond co
paper. Due to chs Ion& t/_e periods required Co the maximum measured pressures and chs upper values
p,_rforu constant-pressure flow tests, ali chs time vera determined from extrapolations of the Homer-
available between the initiation of chess borehole like plots.

tenets and Chs excarvation of loon Q ras used for
performing cho test region shut-in tests. & fov Because borehole deformation can significantly
flow tests vera attempted in &nard re&ions, but rho influence pressure responses, lt must be considered
flow measurement system did not operate properly, vheu interpretin S shut-in or flow dar_. I_creasins
Th_ flow measurement system has _lnce been replaced borehole director can produce test results, _at ere
fo]r use in future tests, indistinguishable from chose obtained /_rom brine

flov into the borehole. The effect of an

_T'ehole Deformation increasing borehole dieter is exactly opposite.
For example, if 8 borehole is closing and the

The borehole di&meter deformation is measured over formation i8 permeable, the final equilibrium
time so chat measured flow races or flo_ rates pressure is a measure of the mechanical
/_plied by _e shut-in pressure cost data can be characteristics of the fon_tion and not 8 measure

corrected for changes in the Cast ra&ion volume, of cho pore pressure. If chs borehole in openins,
The deratisation measurements are _de in the test chs ferneries pore pressure can be est/_ated from

re&ion of each borehole using a system coupoasd of the final equilibrium pressure, formation
tvo ortho&enel diameter gages, lt i8 recognized perueabiliL_, and borehole openin S ra_e because
that the test region's length nay increase as a pressure increases can occur if fluid is florin S
result of rho packer element slidin S with respect into chs borehole.
to the mountie S mandrel. To dees, this effect has
net been measured, but fu_uro tasts systems planned
for Room Q rill incorporate an axial borehole gage.
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I
In order to compare the pressure and t'lov response
data measured •t the fifteen boreholes, the data Cn" K + 6/3 O (4)
yore interpreted to yield formation permeability,
Permeability values were obtained a•sunin& chat the where G is the el•silt Iha•r n_duluJ of the
Salads Ferneries in the vicinlL-y of each borehole skeleton and K is the hulk modulus of the

could be modeled as a fully sat_rated, he•ase•some, unsa_ated or drained re|ion.
isotropic, porous medium. No attempts were made to
interpret the data In terns of fracture flay, flow _Yor the low porosity salt fornation, the first tern
in a partially sat_=•ted porous medium, flow into • in the i_rackets in Equation _ is such larKer than
layered formation, or flay in • formation in which the second and, as s result, the flow Is
the porueab_lity varies with radial distance from essentially independent of porolity and depends

only on rock compressibility and pirmeability. In
the harebell test re$1on, the results presented here, the diffusivity is al

shown in Equation 5 as eu&&esCed by Mayak et al. _s)
These estinatioua of perueablltt_ were derived from
calculations baled on uasured parameters, with

ass_ptions concez_.lnj the flov aecb•nisus that nay •- (1.1 • 1014) • k m2/sec (5)
not be valid for this fornatlou. Nevertheless,
they do provide a firlt-order approximation of where k Is siren La unir_ of na.
permeability and a basis for addittorusl research

for deteruinlns flow nechanlsu i_ the S•lade. In Permeability values are lu_srred from the US•lured
particular, failure of the simple model to data In an Iterative nat•sz' usins solutions to
reproduce the measured results provides evidence Equation l• For example, • value Is selected for
that the date" need tO bi examined in &rearer the perneability and the pressure •nd t_ response

detail. As then calculated usin& the estimated pore
pressure value end known borehole history. The

The tins-dependent shut-in preL_.sure response date measured and calculated responses are then
_lfiad by that sho_ on Figure 4 were analyzed compared. If they •ra si•ilmr, rho permeability
ullnK a modified version of • two-dimensional value is taken es representative of the formation.
finite-element numerical code written by _/lleon and If they are not comparable, then • new petweabllity
Ntckell (s). This code Is capable of linulat£n& value is selected end the process rips•ted.
the borehole/packer/ferneries system seometries, Comparisons of some calculated and measured
borehole volume chanKes, and borehole stora&e rospo•sos are shown on Fllurel 9-11. Note that
effects Includes& pressure dependent fluid throushout this report tl|e terns pore prelsure and
compressibility which nay occur if air bubbles are formation pressure are used interchan&eably.
trapped in the celt re&ion. In addition, the
permeability (k), porosity (_), and viscosity (p) The initial QPP03 pressure build-up Is shown on
nay be _ input as functions of position, pressure, Figure 9 to be consistent with the solid line that
temperature and/or tim. As a result, an£sotropic represents the calculated resul_ for J ferneries
peruaabilttles, borehole dana&e, non-darcy flay, herin& a poroelastic response with a 2•4 • 10"_-°
and thermal effects can be considered, if desired• darcy permeability and 12.8 V.Pa pore pressure. The
The code provides solutions to Equation 1 pressure b_tld-up that le observed after 35 daya,

vhen the cost re&ion pressure la lowered to 5.6 HF•

_p Kf v(t) Kf 8V and then shut-in, is such faster than predicted and

p • -- - = V2p + ------- - (1) corresponds to sn approximate lO "o darcy
8c 6p 46V 8t permeability. Durln& the approximate 12 hour

pressure build-up period, the pressure perturbance

where P tl the formation pressure, Kt is the fluid le estimated to have penetrated to • depth of about
bulk modulus, p Is the density, w(t) ts • flow 4 cm from the borehole wall. This rapid pressure

build-up Is •Iso consistently observed in testssource or link, and V is the appropriate test or

&nard reales volume, p le defined in £quation 2 whsrl these packer syltens have been set in lensthl
of oasis&; once the packerr sre set in the calin&,

Va Pm Va Pe ] it takes n•ny hours for the test re&los pressure co

equilibrate Co a constant value. The observed

- 1 _ P +_ 7 Kf J (2) rapid pressure build-up in the pulls tilt litherefori thou&ht to occur because the test re&ion
voltme is es snail, and the associated test _.lns is

where Va _s the volume of air trapped in the lo short, that the response is dominated by the
borehole •J measured at 8 prenure P , .and the characteristics of the disturbed zone surroundin&
subscript-denotes ambient conditio_ the borehole and/or system compliance effects.

• This rapid response is also observed in other

In the low permeability salt formations cousin to borehole test z e&_on locations.
the WIPP, chi matrix is •ssuaed Co bl co_ressible
with diffusivity, a, dell•td as short in Equation Results of three additional calculations •re sho_m
3.(, ) on FIKure 10. They illustrate the sensitivity of

the calculated pressure history to the selected
permeability value, the len&th of time the borehole

k ( . _ -1 _emained open prior to the initiation of the shut-

ct - -_- 1 Cn + -_£ f (3) in ta,st, •hd the placement of a hypothetical 20 cc
, .
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air bubble in the vertically oriented QP?03 test responses observed prior to excavation of Room Q.
region. Summaries of the measured pore pressures and

permesbLlttios inferred from the data in the

There are casts, as previously discussed, t_ere the fifteen borehole test regions are presented in

model only qualitatively reproduces the measured Tables 2 and 3.
results. This is illustrated on Figure 11 there
the calculated pressure response is compared to the The observed pressure responses generally fall into
measured QPP04 data. Even though thin result is three categories vhich are related to the

qualitative, Lt does suggest that the permeability lithol_gtc units. The interbed 8nhy6:ite regions
Is not sign!ficantly higher than 5.0 • 10 "11 darcy, chat include IbLvk4r Bed 138 (QPP01), anhydrite Cb"

(QPP03), and _ Ilarhar kd 139 (QPP13) have 9 to 1_

In a fev te_ts, additional values of permeability MPa pore pressures. Halite layers including Nap
v_,re inferred from the approximately constant Unit 7 (QPP04), that located belay clay ada
pressure data typified by chat obtained during the (QPP12), _ I_p Unit 3 (QPP22, QPP23, QPP2_, and
lece-t_me 20-50 day period shown on Figure 9. QPP2$) had lover pore pressures rangir_ from 5 to
Thes_ analyses*vera performed so chat comparisons 10 KPs. The permeabllities in the halites in hp
could be made becveen the pre- and post-excavation Unit 6 (QPPOS), that belay anhydrite "c ° (QPPll),
responses. Post-excavation flov tests and I_p Unit 0 (qPP15), one location In Nap Unit 3
subsequent pressure build-up tests have since been (QPP21), and 8 polyhalLtic halite layer (QPP14)
performed but this data has not yet been analyzed, vera so lav that pore pressure values could not be
Permeabllitias vera est4_,ted from these data using determined. In the halite of Hap Unit 13 (QPP02),
Equation 6, a quasi-steady-state solution to the test region pressure slvsys equilibrated to nn
EquuaCion 1 for a cylLndrical geometry anomalously lov 1.1 KPa value.

/

The shut-in pressures measured innedistely prior to

-6V dPh K (Ph " Po ) the excavation of Room Q are also shays in Table 2.
- 2 a L (6) Those values are comparable to the listed pore

Kf dt . /n (R/r h ) pressures vith the exception of borehole QPP23,
which ras discussed previously.

vhare L is the test region length, r Ls the radial
distance measured from the center of the borehole, Permeability values are given in Table 3 for the 15

R is the maximum radial penetration of the pressure borehole test res/sng. These values vera
disturbance introduced by the test, and the determined from initial pressure build.up data
subscripts h and o denote conditions at the similar to that shown on Figure 9 for QPP03. The
borehole and radius R, respectively. For solutions fourth colum_ shays penteabllity values calculated
of the diffusion equation (Equation 1), the from pressure data only, while the results shown in
In(R/rb) term is s function of the dimensionless the fifth column vsre obtained using both pressure
elate (tD) defined as st/rb a as shown in Ferris et and diameter change data. The analysis determines
al. cs). For larger values of rp, this term can be s product (kh) of the permeability (k) and flay
written as shown In Equation 7, layer thickness (h). Permeability values In Table

3 vera calculated by assumins s thickness equal to
the test region length. For the interbed regions,

/n (R/r h) - 1/2 (in rD + 0.80907) (7) this assumption lay not be valid and the
permeability values obtained should be adjusted
once cho intsrbed thicknesses sre dater_,_ned.

For the results given here, s value o_ 3.0 vss used

for this parameter. An order of magnitude increase If pressure data alone are considered, the
in permeability only increases chit _4sonsionless pe_meebilities determined from boreholes having
t_ae quantity to 4.0. measurable pore pressures sre less than about one

nsnodsrcy. A permeability value could not be
The data from the 20 to 50 day period shown on determined from QPP02 data.
Figure 9 corresponds to a 10"1° darcy permeability.

This compares favorably to the 2 • lO-S0 darcy Even if the borehole deformation effects are
value determined using Equation 1 when evaluating considered, the peremabilicy values remained less
the 0 to 30 day responBe, than about tvo nanodarciss. Since there van no

significant pressure rise _urinK the QPPO5 shut-in
test, the borehole deformation results suggest that
the borehole volume increase and brine lnflov rates

The preliminary results as described in this _rs equivalent. The permeability value shown on
section are divided into three areas of interest: Table 3 for QPPOS ras estimated by _ssuming an 8.0
1) hydrologic characteristics of the undisturbed MPa pore pressure, similar to cha_ measured for
formation, 2) flay and pressure related phenomena QPP22, QPP23, QPP24, and QPP25.

.chat occurred during the mining process, and 3)

excavation-induced chad&es in the local hydrologic Inclusion of borehole deformation effects

characteristics, significantly changes the permesbilities estimated
from QPPOS, QPP12, QPP13, and 0PP22 borehole data.

Undisturbed Formation Characteristics For example, a 3,8 cn borehole clo_lng at a rate of
AO ,strains/day vould have an initial pressure rise

The hydrologic characteristics of the undisturbed equivalent to that seen on Figure 9 for _PP03
formation are inferred from the results of the provided that the formation is impermeable. The
initial shut-in tests and the quasi-steady state
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fact chat _ny borehole dieters, 'and therefore Throe slKnlflcant observations can be made based on

volumes, are apparently incro•siu S is not the bor•hole diameter change measurements, First,
understood, As a result, work £• cmltinuir_ to diameter chxnsos in the hoop d_roction, oriented
determine the reliability and accuracy of the relative to itoou q, are in general let|sr than
borehole doforwttion data. Subsequent to r.he taste those in the radial direction. Second, the

reported here, the t•st r•sion pressures were diameters in both the hoop and radial directions
lowered to less than 1 MPa. At these layer generally decreased as • result of the excavation
pressures, closure was observed in all the 10.2 cn of Rosa Q. Finally, the measured borehole to
diameter boreholes but In only a few of the 3.8 cn borehole diameter chem|oa do not vary unlforuly
dieter boreholes, tr_ch disr_anco from Room Q. For 8 hole aligned with

the Room Q axis, cho measured diamwtors are in the

The _ro-excavation normalized (average for cho _o vertical and horizontal directionx. The measured
orthogonal |ases) borehole diameter chanje rates diameters do not allen exactly in chs hoop and
are listed in the sixth colunn of Table 3. radial directions because the boreholes slant vich

• Rorsholo diameters are •oas to change at normalized respect to _w Room Q axis as shown on FISUro 1.
rates remains bo_en -4 and 63 n/crostrains/d_y

vtth 8 positive chan_e rate lndicltin S chat the Typical shut-in pressure data nra •hewn on F/auras
hole La openin B. The sagos in cho 10.2 cn diameter 13 and 14, Rorehole QPP21 experienced a 0.6 MPa
boreholes, QPPO1, qPPll, and QPP21, have 48 cn louS pressure increase and borehole QPP02 8 0.7 MPa
by 10 cn wide ploteux chat contact the borahol• pressure excursion _._'ln& the period between 83 and
_all. The defamation Sagos in the 3.8 cn lO0 days. As with the borehole deformation
boreholes have 0.6 cn diameter pin contacts. The measurements, the dar_ rsfl•ct chs discrete mining

larger diameter sagos did measure hole closure stops.
successfully on,earlier tests. The tests examined
in chis report 'a-rk rho first attempt to uxo cho Flsuro 15 shove measured changes in the QPP23 test
mull diameter lasts, raglan brine reservoir volume during excavation of

ROsa q. During this period, the brine reservoir
Excavation ResDoneQ was used to maintain the t•st re&los pressure at

approximately 3.5 MPe. Again, rho discrete
During the excavation process, the borehole advances of the boring machine sre reflected in the
pressures were maintained at sufficiently lav flow data. A maximum change in cho eccunulato_
values so chat fracturing would not occur if the brine volume of 4.4 cc occurs nearly coincident
local stresses decreased. As a result, the with cho boris K machine passing rho &aSe location.
quantity of information available to describe chs During this time, the corresponding decrease in
dyadic response associated with the excavation of borehole dieter equates to • 3.8 cc reduction in

the room is limited, test region volume.

The effect of rho excavation on borehole diameter A typical temperature rosporme lm shown in Figure
change ratox, text ro&ion pressures, and test 16. The temperature increased at borehole QPP03
region brir_o inflow rates, are shown in Figures 12 approximately tvo day8 after the boris S machine
through 15. Note chat vhllo• full set of date passed c.he Bego location. A delay in taperature
exists for each borehole, chose £1Euroe vera chosen arrival of this magnitude is consistent with sn
to beat represent the effects of excavation on approximate 0,03 cub/soc rhorual diffusivity for

these parameters. Excavation history data are salt, There vera no measured temperature chenses
s_rpsr_sposod on chess fisuroo to sho_ chs temporal at the boreholes located 4.2 room diameters out, ide
relationship between the mining process and the excavation. Clearly, the rapid responses
responses within a particular test re&ion. (Noto described in the preceding paragraphs are r,ot the
on Figures 12 chrouBh 15 thio is illustrated by the result of thermal loads induced by the minins
solid line labeled "Excavation Progress" for which process.
each vertical seep increment represents the nit;lng
Of that proportionate length of cho 110 • Ions Post-Excavation Forus_ion Charactoristtcs
room.) As shown on rheas fisuree, tining of the
excavation+induced ferneries response is nearly cho Post-excavation hydrologic characteristic8 •re
ease for ali t•at locations includin S the ne_r- inferred primar_ly from the steady state shut-in
excavation test rs&lens such as QPP15 and the test response data t_/pical of chat :hewn on Figures
outer-nest test regions such as QPP21. 17 and 18. The pro- end po_t-_xc_vation results

are compared iu Tables 4, 5, _d 6.
Perturbation of the eurroundin S formation aea

result of excavation is illustrated •oat Measured pre- and pont-o_csvation •hut-in pressures
draesticolly by chs borehole defor_tion data. •ro co•pared in Table 4. Two of the thr_e
Examination of F/sure 12 reveals that chs step-like anhydrite lntorbod regions showed excavation-
changes in diameter 8rs coincident vLth the induced changes in shut-ts pressure with chose in

advances of the borin G machine. Note r_at the neat anhydrite "b" (QPP03) and Karker Bed 139 (QPP13)
dramatic step occurs ao chs cutter head passed cho decreasing by 4.7 and 2.7 MPa, respectively. The
&age locations. Those step-like responses were Marker Bed 138 (QPPO1) shut-ts pressure remained
_ouetists followed by gradual borehole diameter relatively unchanged.
changes that may have co_tinuod for three or four
d_ys. The diameter chan_es st ali locations are The halite layers tested using borohelss QPP0_,
qualitatively similar, and in &sacral, the QPP12, OPP22, QPP23, QPP2_, end QPP25 that had pre-
magnitudes of the responses decreased with excavation shut-in pressures bot_oen 3.6 and 9.1
increasing dlSP,,J'l"l_ from the axcav&tion.
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14Pa shoved varied responses. As shown on Table 4, layer that had the euanolously low pore
the pressures either remained approx£mately pressure. One reales had a perueabllit 7 of
constant or decreased. The most noticeable approxLuately ten nanodarcies.
decreases occurred in boreholes 0PP24 and QPP25,
which are positioned close to the room. 3. The normalised test resion borehole diameter

chanse rates rammed between -4 end 63
Pre-excavation sh-t-in pressures could not be nicrostralns/day. At this time we cannot
measured in the halite layers tested usin| explain why the borehole disasters, and
boreholes QPP0$, qPPll, QPP14, QPPI$, and QPP21. therefore volumes, were apparently increases s

_All of these layers had neuursble post-excavation rather than decrees/mB.
shut-in pressures. The shut-in pressure i_ Map
_it 13 (QI'P02) that had the anouloualy lav pre- DurinS the excavation period:
excavation I.I NPA value increased to 1.2 tdPa

followin S ezcavatiou of the room. 4. All pressure, flow, and borehole diameter
chan|e data shay step-llke chanses coincident

Post-excavation shut-in pressures vote neuured in with the advances of the boris S machine.
all 1S test location:. Of these, 12 shoved effects

of the excavation. This is tz_e net only of the 5. The shut-in pressure, flay end borehole
test reslons located near the excavation, but also diameter chanses at all locations are
In the test resionj located 4.2 room diameters qualitatively similar with the magnitudes of
outsLde the room. the response |ensrally decreasinj with

Increasing distance from the rib.
In a few cases, Equation 6 could be used to

determine peru eabilit7 values from the 20-50 day 6. Test reslon borehole diameter chanses in the
shut-in pressure data t-y_Ical of that shown on hoop direction, oriented relative to Room Q,

Flsure 10. These results are compared with are 8enerally larmor than those in the radial
similarly determine_ post-excavation values in direction. However, both diameters 8enerally
Table 5. Since the post-excavation pore pressures _ decreased durin_ r.he excavation process.
are inferred from the shut-in pressure data, the
Table $ values nuet be considered as qualitative. 7. The onset of the excavation-lnduced temperature
AlthouBh there ts some indication that the rise at the test regions is consistent with an
perueabilitles nay have chan_ed, the estimated pre- approximate 0.03 c_/sec thermal diffusivity
and post.excavation values are generally similar to for salt. The responses described in
the permeability chanses that could result from concluslon_ 4 and 5 clearly does not result
tRansom in the borehole deformation rate. There is from thernal loadin B induced by the excavation
no clear indication that permeability values process.

slsnificantly increased as a result of the
excavation of Room Q. The shut-in pressure tests were continued folloein B

excavation of Kooa Q, However, because sufficient
The pre- and post-excavation normalized borehole data have not yet been analyzed, a definitive
diameter chanse rates are compared in Table 6. description of the lank tern changes in the
Prior to the excavation, the borehole diameters hydrolosic response cannot be provided at this
chat_ged at rates ransin S between -4 and 63 time. Consequently, the followlng ebservatlons are
micro_trains/day where the positive sign indicates qualitative and preliminary:
a borehole i8 openin|. Followin s excavation of the
room, the diameters chanBed at rates rangin s 8. At 12 of the 14 locations, post-excavation
between -42 and 48 microstraina/day. Examination shut-in pressure differed from pre-excavation
of the data shove that the Room Q excavation values. This effect wam observed even at the
influences the response even out to the farthest outer-most test reBtons located 4.2 room

test resions, dim,sclera outside the rib.

9. Post-excavation shut-in pressures could be

measured in ali the halite layers that had lav
. Prior to sxcavatln I Rosa Q, the data indicate that pre-excavation peruabilities which prevented

the undisturbed formation had the follovin B definitive pre-excavation ferneries pressures
characteristics: from betnl; measured.

1. The three lnterbed resions tested had 9-14 NPa 10. In the cases where post-excavation end pre-
pore pressures. Three halite layers with excavation permeabilitie8 in a specific
measurable pore pressures had 7-10 MPa values borehole could be qualitatively estimated, the

and one anomalous layer had a 1.1 NPa value, results were comparable.
Five halite re|ions had perneabilities that
were so lav that the pore pressures could _t 11. The pre- and post-excavation borehole diameter
be deternined, chanse rates were different for rdne of the

fourteen test restarts with definitive data. In
2. In ali but one of the resions having measurable $eneral, the rates of openin_ decreased.

pore pressures tested, the perneabillties, as
inferred from shut-in tests, were less than Cre In Jury, prior to the excavation of Room Q, the

nanodarcies. A permeability value could not be inferred formation pore pressures ranked between 1
deternlned from the data obtained in the halite and I_ MPa and the associated perneabllities veto
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less rams one nanodarcy, The flow properties of
chs Selado Fern.ties are very beCeroseneous, Each
inCerbod reslon had ice own unique aec of
characteristics as did each of cho coated halite

ro&lens.

The excavation of Room Q affected chs formation
response ac the outer-mst boreholes located 4.2
room-diameters from the excavation. The effects

appeared innediaCely end are coincident vLch
advances of the boris S machine. The mapiCude of
chs chan&e sen.rally decreased rich increesinz
d/ac.ace from the fib, however, chs responses
cannot be considered uniform, In those resionJ
where pre-axcavaci_m abut-in pressures could be
measured, post-excavation values vera Sen.rally
lover. Follovlns excavation of Roan Q, shut-La
pressures could 818o be measured in Cho halite
layers r.hac had pre.excavation permsebiliCies thac
were ao low thac they precluded such measurements.
In Senerel, there was no clear indication chat rho
overall mai_rlicuds Of fo_eCion IHi1CTe&hill_j WaS
liEniftclnCly increased if clr chi excavation of
kaon Q.

/
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Table 1. Room Q pressure/flow/closure system test configurations.

(4) (1) (a) (3) (2)
BOREHOLE TOOL TEST REGION TEST REGION GUARD REGION GUARD REGION

BOREHOLE DIA/DEPTH TYPE LENGTH VOLUME LENGTH VOLUME

. (eta)/ (m) (eta) (cc) (cen) " (ct)
i i ii i i ii

/

QPP01 10 / 13.7 DUAL 188 5.1 x 103 76 2,0 x 103

QPP02 3.8 / 7,6 SINGLE 85 290 - -

QPP03 3,8 / 4.6 DUAL 90 300 14 135(s)

QPP04 3.8 / 3.4 SINGLEI SS 290 - -

QPPO5 3.8 / 2.4 DUAL 90 300 14 135

QPPll 10 / 13.7 DUAL 135 6.0 x 103 76 2,0 x ;03
QPP12 3.8 / 7.6 SINGLE 85 290 ....

QPI_3 3.8 / 4.6 DUAL 90 300 14 135

QP?14 3,8 / 3.4 SINGLE 85 290 - -

QPP15 3.S12.4 DUAL 90 300 14 135

QPF21 10 113.7 DUAL 135 6.1x 103 76 2.0x103

QPP22 3.8 / 7.6 SINGLE 85 290 - -

QPP23 3.8 / 4.6 DUAL 90 300 14 135

QPl'24 3.8 / 3.4 SINGLE 85 290 - -

QPP25 3.8 / 2.4 DUAL 90 300 _ 14 135
, . ,, ....... -

NOTES:

l. The test region extends from the bottom of the hole to the wellbore contact of the deepest packer.
2. _'_.,etest and guard region volumes include the volume of the connecting lines.
3. The guard region lengths are the distances between the wellbore contacts of the two packers.

The distancesbetweenthetestand 8_tardregionsare33crn(3.8cm cut.hole)and 25cm (I0cm dis.hole).
4. ThisdepthismeasuredradiallyfromthecenterlineofRoom Q,
S. Thetestand guardregionswerecombined(Le.,thetestregionpackerfailed)togivea137cm

long,435cctestregion.



Table2. Summaries of the es'.ti.mat.edundisturbed far-fieldpore pressures
determLnedfrom the initial shut.m test and the actual shut-in
pressure measured just priorto excavation of Room Q.

, (1)
, LOCATION

..... FAR.FIELD PRE'EXCAVATION

BOREHOLE VERT HORIZ PORE PRESSURE SHUT-IN PRESSURE

(m) (m) (MPa) (MPa)
.... ,| ,,, ,,,, ,, , ,,| ,

QPP01 13.7 0 9.3- 13,9 9.3
QPP02 7.6 0 1.1 1.1

QPp03 4,6 0 12.8 11.5

QPp04 3.4 0 7.0-10,3 7.0

QPP05 2.4 0 .... (2) - (2)

QPP11 -13.7 0 _ (2) _ (2)

QPP12 -7,6 0 5,8- 8,6 5,8

QPP13 .4,6 0 10,7- 12,8 10.$

QPPI4 .3,4 0 .__ (2) .. (2)

QPP15 -2,4 0 _ (2) _ (2}

QPP21 0 13,7 .- (2) - (2)

QPP_ 0 7,6 9.1-? 8.S
QPP_ 0 4.6 7.3- 9,4 3.6
QPP24 0 3.4 9.1-? 6.3

QpP'L_ 0 z. 7.7.9:1, ,, 7,7 ,,

NOTES:

1. The location is measured with respect to the Room Q centerline.

2. lnd/cates formation held pressure at arbitrary se_value,



Table 3. Summary of the undisturbed far-field perrneabilities determined
from the initial shut-in and borehole deformation data.

i _ , , ,

INITIAL SHUT-IN TEST PERMEABILITY

' LOCATION (I) (darcy} NORMALIZED
BOREHOLE DIAMETER ,

PRESSURE AND CHANGE RATE

VERT HORIZ PRESSURE DATA DIAMETER 0s Strains/day}
(m) (m) ONLY CHANGE DATA

QPP01 13.7 0 1,Sx 10 "_ 2.3 x 10"9 17
QPP02 7.6 0 (4) 35
QPP03 4.6 0 2,4 x 10-10 -4
QPP04 3,4 0 5,0 x I0-II {3) 7
QPP05 2.4 0 (2) 2 x I0 -I0 19

QPPII -13.7 0 (2) 0
QPP12 .7.6 0 2 x 10 -11 2 x 10.10 24
QPP13 -4.6 0 3 x 10.10 2 x 10.9 63
QPP14 .3,4 0 (2) 0
QPP15 4,4 0 (2} 22

QPP21 0 13.7 (2) -10 5 x 10"10 0
QPP22 0 7,6 1x 10.9 ,9 23
QPP23 0 4,6 1 x 10 1.5 x 10"_ 7
QPP24 0 3.4 Ix I0.9 13 x I0"_ 17

oPr,2s °, 24 l _lo.7z° o
NOTES:

1. The location is measured with respec t to the Room Q center[ine.
2. Permeability is too low to measure.

3. The pore.pressure was arbitrarily selected at 8.0 MPi in order to determine a perrnllbUity
from the diameter change data.

4. Indicates that results are indete:'rninate.



Table 4. Comparison of the pre- and post-excavation measured shut-in pressures.

LC_.ATIOI_ 1)
,., PRE-EXCAVATION POST.EXCAVATION RESPONSE

BOREHOLE SHUT-IN SHUT.IN [:]4ANGED8¥ COMMENTS
VI_T HORIZ PRESSURE PRESSURE EXCAVATION

(m) (m) (MPa) (MJ'a)

QPPOI 13.7 0 9.3 I0.I no -
QPP02 7.6 0 1.1 1.2 ym -
QPP03 4.6 0 11.5 6.8 yet -
QPP04 3.4 0 7.0 6.5 y_ Pm-tx_va_n valuewasslowlyim:nm_n$.
QPP05 2.4 0 {2) 0-5 yes -

QPPll -13.7 0 (2) 5.0 yes Pmt-t_u:avaeenvalueeontinuins toinr,anN.
QPP12 -7.6 0 $.0 8.5 no _vauon value was slowly ir_eum$.
QPP13 -4.6 0 lO.S 7.8 ym -
QPPI4 -3.4 0 (2) 5.9 yes -
QPFIS -2.4 0 (2) 2.4 yes post.txr.avauonvalueconunuinB to in,cue.

QPF'21 0 13.7 e2) 4.7 yes -
QPr_..2 0 7.6 _.:,1 8-5 yes Pm_vation valuewas il_eJulins.
QPr_..3 0 4.6 3.6 ? i_x_xcavaeenvalue dtcmum&
QPP24 0 3.4 6.3 2-5 }nra Pmt.,mcavationvalue in_asin s.
QPP25 0 2.4 7.7 3.0 yes -

NOTES:

1. The location Ltnwastmed with respect to the Room Q _nterLine.
2. Indicatesformationheldpressureat arbitrary set value.



Table 5. Comparison of the pre- and post-excavation permeability
vedues determined from the shut-in data Lsing Eq. (6).

(I)

LOCATION pRE.EXCAVATION POST.EXCAVATION
i PERMEABILITY PERMEABILITY

eOREHOI.e VIRT HonJz (_,_-y) (darcy)
(m) (m)

(2) (2)

QPP01 13.7 0 4 x 10.9 2 x I0.9

QPP02 7.6 0 (3) (3)

QPP03 4.6 0 I X I 0 "I 0 I x I 0 "10 L(3)
QPP04 3.4 0 5 x 10.11

QPP05 2.4 0 2 x 10.10 (2) (3}

QPPII .13.7 0 (3) (2) O)

QPP12 .7.6 0 3 x 10.10 S x 10_10(2)

QPPI3 .4.6 0 2 x I0.9 (2) I x I0.9 (2)

QPPI4 .3.4 0 (3) 6 x I0 .I0 (2)

QPP15 .2.4 0 ($) (3)

QPPT.1 0 13.7 ($) (3)

QPP22 0 7.6 (3) ($)

QPPT.3 0 4.6 (3) (3)

QPP24 0 3.4 (3) (3)

QPP25 2.4 (3) (3)

NOTES:

1. The location is measured with respect to the Room Q centerline.
2. Corrected for borehole diameter chanse.

• 3. Indicates multi are indeterminate.



Table 6. Comparison of the pre- and post-excavation normalized
borehole diameter change rates.

I=) (2) .....
LOCATION0) NORMALIZ_ NORMA_ R_PONSE

PRE.EXCAVATION POST.EXCAVATION CHANGED BY
DIAMETER DIAMETER EXCAVATION

BOREHOLE VI_T HOIUZ CHANGE RATE CHANGE RATE

(m) (m) (_ Strain/day) (IzStain/day)
i i | ' j li

QPPOI , 13.7 0 17 2 yes

QPP02 7.6 0 35 no data -

QPP03 4.6 0 -4O) 0 yes

QPP04 3.4 0 7O) 25 yes

QPP05 2.4 0 19 -,42{3) yes

QPP11 -13.7 0 0 -1 no

QPP12 .7.6 0 24 24 no

QPFI3 .4.6 0 63 48 . no

QPP14 .3.4 0 0 17 yes

QPP15 .2.4 0 22 16 yes

QPP21 0 13.7 0 -1 no

QPP22 0 7.6 23 27 no

QPP23 0 4.6 7 2(3) yes

QPP24 0 3.4 17 -9 (3) yes

,, QPP?.5 O 2.4 0 8 O)_ yes

NOTES:

1. The location is measured with respect to the Room O center]ine.
2. Values shown represent the average change rate/or the nvo closure gauges, normalized

to the borehole diameter.

3. Indicates one diameter is increasing and one diameter is decreasing.
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Figure 1. Room O pressure/flow/closure system test locations.
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Figure 5. Homer-like plot of the OPP03 shut-in pressuredate.
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Figure7. QPP02test regionshut-inpressure.
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Figure 12. Boreholediameter changes measured on OPP15 during
excavation of Room O.
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during excavationof Room Q,
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